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Structural correlations in disordered matter:
An experimental separation of orientational and positional contributions
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The structures of the liquid, glass~i.e., amorphous!, rotator-phase~RP! crystal, orientational glass~OG!, and
the stable~monoclinic! crystal phases of ethanol are investigated by means of neutron and x-ray diffraction.
The RP crystal and OG phases show an intermediate kind of disorder between that of the fully disordered glass
and liquid phases and that of the stable crystal. The Bragg pattern of the RP and OG crystals provides
information about the time-averaged distribution of single-molecule orientations, and a contribution compris-
ing intermolecular correlations is isolated from the diffuse intensity. Finally, the RP→OG rotational freezing
transition is analyzed in detail and shown to constitute a physical realization of the glass transition found in
hard-needle models.@S0163-1829~97!05441-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the present work is to provide quantitat
details on the static correlations of ethyl alcohol, a mate
which can be prepared under the very same thermodyna
conditions in phases showing topological~liquid and amor-
phous! or purely orientational disorder~rotator phase and
orientational glass!.1–3 The relevance of such a stud
stems from the fact that knowledge of the structural arran
ments in phases showing such rather different types
disorder may be of help to understand the role played
orientational and positional correlations, at temperatu
where structurally arrested phases~glass and orientationa
glass! exist as well as those about the liquid→glass and
rotator→orientational-glass transitions. Consequently, st
ies on this material can help to bridge the gap between th
carried out for fully disordered phases~conventional glasse
and liquids in either normal or supercooled states! and those
regarding orientationally disordered crystals. It can theref
be expected that such studies may shed some light on
distinctive roles played by the loss of orientational and po
tional correlations as relevant sources of disorder neede
account for the most characteristic properties of the am
phous state.

As known since nearly two decades ago,2 ethanol exhibits
an interesting polymorphism leading to phases which can
produced depending upon temperature and cooling rates.
liquid after supercooling forms a topologically disorder
solid ~glass! if the temperature is decreased below ab
Tg597 K or ends in a ‘‘glassy crystal’’ phase if it is left t
anneal at temperatures 97 K>T>115 K. Such a crystalline
phase2 then undergoes an additional ‘‘glass transition’’ al
at '97 K, below which an ‘‘orientational-glass’’ phase a
pears which shows no further transformation upon sub
quent cooling down to the lowest explored temperatures~1.5
560163-1829/97/56~18!/11536~10!/$10.00
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K!. Alternatively, the stable, monoclinic orientationally o
dered phase is easily prepared by annealing the liquid wi
the 120–158 K range.

Our interest here is also motivated by the possibility
quantifying the extents of orientational and positional reg
larities, something which may have consequences releva
ordering in glasses at intermediate ranges~IRO! ~e.g., above
that characterized by direct bonding!. In fact, as shown in a
preliminary communication,4 knowledge of the ordering
characteristics in the RP and OG phases provides valu
keys for the understanding of that present in the glass
liquid phases, a topic discussedin extenso for several
decades5 now. Moreover, the similarities between disorder
crystal and amorphous phases are not confined to struc
aspects since striking similarities between some behavior
the RP and OG phases and those of the topologically di
dered solid are also evident in some macroscopic prope
such as the specific heat and thermal conductivity.3

Among the previous results on the structure of the diff
ent solid phases, the paper of Jo¨nsson6 on the structure of the
stable~monoclinic! crystal as studied by x-ray diffraction o
single crystals constitutes the most solid piece of experim
tal work. Some investigations regarding the microsco
structure of the liquid have also appeared,7 although the ob-
tained results concerning the short-range intermolecular
dering are somewhat dependent on the way the sin
molecule contributionf 1(Q) is subtracted from the tota
S(Q) structure factor, a step which needs to be taken si
the characteristic distances of closest approach between
est neighbors turn out to be shorter than some of those s
rating nuclei belonging to the same molecule. The struct
of the RP and OG phases was recently established as c
sponding to bcc lattices1 on the basis of x-ray1 and neutron4

measurements. Only two reflections located at 1.65 Å21

~very intense! and 2.33 Å21 ~weak! were visible as very
11 536 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 11 537STRUCTURAL CORRELATIONS IN DISORDERED . . .
sharp Bragg peaks in the x-ray measurements1 whereas up to
six reflections could be disentangled from the strong diffu
scattering in the neutron experiments.4 Above '97 K the
crystal belongs to the ‘‘plastic’’ or rotator-phase~RP! com-
pounds, as evidenced by a strong, broad quasielastic s
appearing in the inelastic neutron-scattering spectra.8 With
two molecules per unit cell and a lattice constant of 5.3
the RP phase shows a macroscopic mass density of a
rm5958.2 Kg m23 ~depending on temperature!, far closer to
that of the glass or supercooled liquid than to the sta
crystal (rm51025 Kg m23 at 87 K!. A calorimetric
transition2 separates the RP from a phase with a remarka
similar structure4 where the rotational background is abse
at least on a meV scale, and therefore seems to repres
frozen, or orientational-glass~OG! state.

Clarifying the nature of the RP→OG freezing transition is
also one of the objectives of the present communication.
available data ~mainly from differential scanning
calorimetry,2 broad band NMR,8 Raman and x-ray
diffraction1! do not show any stark difference in any prope
examined at both sides of the transition, account made
thermal effects. From such a basis, the transition is know
take place within a range of temperatures 90–98 K, rema
ably close to that where theTg signalling the liquid-glass
transition occurs. To shed more light on this point, we rep
here a structural study of the dependence of the lattice
rameters through the RP→OG transition region which, to-
gether with new specific heat data9 will serve to delineate
more accurately the characteristics of this transition.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND DATA ANALYSIS
PROCEDURES

A. Experiments

The neutron-diffraction results reported here corresp
to measurements carried out on the D4B two-axis diffrac
meter which was operated using two different incident wa
lengths l0 of 0.705 and 0.499 Å and on the D2B high
resolution multidetector diffractometer withl052.398 Å, at
the Institut Laue Langevin, Grenoble. The different sets
measurements were needed to cover a large extent of
mentum transfers, thus providing an acceptable resolutio
the real-space quantities such as the static pair correla
functions. The maximum momenta transferred were 17,
~D4B!, and 5 Å21 ~D2B!, respectively. The measurement o
D2B was specially designed to improve the angu
resolution10 in order to make the phases showing Bragg co
ponents amenable to Rietveld analysis.

On both instruments, the sample was held within a th
walled vanadium container of 5 mm internal diameter a
consisted of 99.8% deuterium-enriched anhydrous ethyl
cohol. Preliminary measurements on D4B which served
design the whole experimental procedure were also succ
fully completed employing a fully hydrogenous sample.
fact, in spite of the strong incoherent background, monit
ing of the formation of the rotator-phase crystal could
conveniently followed even if the signal to background ra
was modest. The results were processed in the usual way
included corrections for container scattering, se
attenuation, and multiple scattering, achieving an abso
normalization of the cross section by means of compari
e
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with the intensity scattered by a vanadium bar. The norm
ized cross sections for the liquid, glass and disordered cry
phases, all show a droop at large momentum rans
(Q>6 Å21) indicating a departure from the static approx
mation ~inelasticity effects!. The fact that such a decrease
found even at low temperatures~5 K! suggests that recoi
processes involving molecular segments only are excited
the neutron beam~whole molecule recoil seems difficult t
envisage in a solid at such low temperatures!. Such effects
need to be taken into account in order to remove the ‘‘s
contribution’’ to the cross section~that not leading to inter-
ference effects which contains incoherent and coherent c
ponents! previous to transformation into real spac
quantities. To proceed, we have followed the procedure o
employed for the analysis of molecular materials,11,7 which
involves a parametric fit of a polynomial in even powers
Q to the large-Q portion of the structure factor. As an ex
ample, this correction for the low-temperature, normal liqu
data described in this work can be accounted by a fo
P(Q)5121.6431023Q211.0731026Q4, so that the re-
sulting estimate for the self-contribution will be given b
(6s inc

D /4p16b̄D
2 12b̄C

2 1b̄O
2 )3P(Q), wheres inc stands for

the nuclear incoherent cross section of theD atoms and the
b̄i for the coherent scattering lengths of thei th element.

All the phases were producedin situ using a standard ILL
orange cryostat. Preparation of the amorphous phase wa
complished by simply plunging the cryostick~supporting the
sample container! into the already-cold cryostat and the
cooling the sample as quickly as possible, by which
achieved a cooling rate of 6 to 10 K/min. The plastic crys
or rotator-phase~RP! was then produced by annealing th
glass or more precisely the supercooled liquid at about 10
(Tg'97 K), which was then cooled below 97 K to produc
the orientational glass~OG!. Formation of the brittle~stable,
monoclinic! crystal phase followed the melting of the R
crystal at T;140 K ~where Tm

RP'127 K!, and the stable
crystal was finally melted to produce the liquid at ev
higher temperature (Tm'159 K).

The growth of rotator-phase crystals out of the sup
cooled liquid was monitored following the appearance o
sharp Bragg reflection atQ'1.675 Å21 which basically co-
incides with the maximum ofS(Q) for the supercooled liq-
uid, which is a region of momentum-transfers free of refle
tions from the stable~monoclinic! crystal.4

The x-ray measurements were carried out using a S
powder diffractometer equipped with a continuous-flow
trogen cryostat, and the sample was held in a thin-wa
glass capillary attached to a goniometer head which was
rotating around its vertical axis. The purpose of such m
surements was to explore in detail the changes in the la
parameters across the RP→OG transition.9 As shown in Ref.
1 the x-ray diffraction patterns of the disordered crys
phases exhibit only two reflections which index as~110! and
~200! of a bcc lattice, whereas the neutron patterns show
least five clear Bragg peaks4 which index as~110!, ~200!,
~211!, ~220!, ~310!, and a rather weak sixth~222! reflection
which reveals itself only after a profile analysis. The po
tions of the first two peaks as well as their relative intensit
are very similar in the neutron and x-ray data, which can
taken as evidence of the large amount of orientational~rota-
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11 538 56F. J. BERMEJOet al.
tional! disorder present in these two phases, otherwise
larger differences would be expected between the neu
and x-ray spectra.

B. Structure factors

The single-differential radiation scattering cross sect
for a macroscopically isotropic system can be considere
a sum of intensities arising from different sources which c
tribute to the observed diffraction pattern with either sha
~Bragg! peaks arising from particles occupying, on avera
well-defined equilibrium positions in a regular lattice~if it
exists!, a diffuse halo generated by disorder of dynam
~thermal motion!, and/or static nature in cases where lon
range regularities are absent, or a combination of both.
latter applies to systems where the presence of an under
crystal lattice is concomitant with strong orientation disord
of either quenched~static disorder of molecular orientation!
or dynamic~molecules sitting at the lattice nodes executi
large amplitude rotations! origin. The S(Q) static structure
factors@obtained after correction of effects discussed in
previous section by normalizing the cross section
Nm(( ibi)

2, wherebi stand for the nuclear coherent scatte
ing lengths# are thus represented up to a reasonably g
level of accuracy by a sum of plane~Bragg! and spherical-
wave ~diffuse! components,12–15

S~Q!5SBragg~Q!1Sdiff
u ~Q!1Sdiff

c ~Q!. ~1!

The SBragg(Q) contains information about the time-averag
crystal structure,Sdiff(Q) does it for the deviation from suc
average structure, and is split intoSdiff

u (Q) giving the total
diffuse intensity in the limit of no correlations between t
constituent particles plus a modulationSdiff

c (Q) comprising
all those effects arising from the intermolecular interactio
The former quantity can be identified with15

Sdiff
u ~Q!5 f 1~Q!2 f 2~Q!exp~22W!. ~2!

Here, f 1(Q) is easily identified with the usual molecula
form factor used in diffraction studies of liquids and is d
fined in terms of intramolecular parameters,11 so that the
explicit form for f 1(Q) is given by a sum ofj 0()’s weighted
by the relevant concentration and scattering-length coe
cients as well as by the appropriate intramolecular Deb
Waller terms defined in terms of the^ui j

2 & mean square am
plitudes of thermal vibrations projected onto the vec
joining nuclei l andm, that is

f 1~Q!5
( lmblbmj 0~Qrlm!exp~2^ulm

2 &Q2/2!

~( lbl !
2 . ~3!

Explicit formulas for thef 2(Q) factor which involves corre-
lations between different molecules can only be given
closed form for rather simple cases, such those where
lecular orientations are assumed to be either totally unco
lated or with very strong correlations. In the former case
total diffuse intensity would be calculable from knowled
of f 1(Q) and the structure factor for the molecular centers
mass,14 whereas for the more likely case of orientations b
ing correlated although statistically independent of their re
tive separation, such a term would involve averages o
ar
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vectors specifying the relative position of nuclei belonging
different molecules which now become explicitly angle d
pendent.

A direct evaluation of the terms entering Eq.~1! thus
seems quite a formidable task because of the limited amo
of information present in the measuredS(Q) as well as the
need of separatingSdiff

u (Q) from Sdiff
c (Q). Our approach in-

stead proceeds in a stepwise manner, separating first
Bragg profile from the totalS(Q) by means of Rietveld
analysis. The analysis ofSBragg(Q) then proceeds along es
tablished routes13,15 and provides information about the un
derlying crystal lattice. The differenceS(Q)2SBragg(Q)
gives

f 1~Q!1 f 2~Q!exp~22W!1Sdiff
c ~Q! ~4!

from where subtraction of af 1(Q) form factor will provide
the functionSdiff

c (Q) plus a termf 2(Q)exp(22W) which as
shown by Gerlach and Prandl15 will contain contributions
arising from the uncorrelated vibrations~translational! of the
average molecule. Because of the Debye-Waller factor wh
gives mean-square amplitudes of about 0.17 Å2, the latter
function will decay quite fast having attained rather sm
values aboveQ>425 Å21.

As explained in detail in Ref. 16, because of cancellat
effects it is expected thatSdiff

c (Q) will oscillate about zero
and decay quickly~below 5 Å21 or so!, but still giving rise
to relatively well defined features in real space.

C. Static correlations

The expressions written above for the total structure f
tors can also be described in terms of reduced inten
functions,11 where contributions arising from incoherent an
coherent contributions not giving rise to interference effe
are subtracted from the total cross section

QI~Q!5Q@S~Q!2S~`!#5
Q

~( ibi !
2 S ds

dV D
interf

. ~5!

Similar equations can be written for the three different ter
in Eq. ~1! all of them having a correlate in real space sin
the Fourier sine transforms of such functions will give qua
tities such as

D~r !54prr @g~r !21#

5
2

p E
0

Qmax
dQ QI~Q!sin~Qr !M ~Q!, ~6!

wherer stands for the atomic~or molecular! number density
and g(r )5(abcacbbabbgab(r ) is the total radial distribu-
tion function comprised of partial correlationsgab(r ) be-
tween atomsa2b with relative concentrationsca,b and
scattering lengthsba,b , andM (Q)5 j 0(Qp/Qmax) is a filter
function employed to reduce the truncation error atQmax,
that is the maximum momentum transfer allowed by the n
tron kinematics. The sine-Fourier transform is then carr
by Filon quadrature. Because of the oscillatory structure
the totalI (Q), some truncation error is inevitably expecte
to show up as spurious oscillations in the transformedD(r )
function. This being particularly noticeable for the totalD(r )
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56 11 539STRUCTURAL CORRELATIONS IN DISORDERED . . .
which shows some oscillations at 0.5 Å or so, is substanti
reduced in the intermolecularD inter(r ) pair correlation func-
tion since subtraction of the molecular form-factor makes
integrand to die away at relatively lowQ’s as shown below.
A comparison between the structure in real space of the t
D(r ) and D inter(r ) thus serves to ascertain the physic
soundness of the main features. Finally, in order to check
correcteness of the normalization procedures the struc
below 2 Å was compared with the ‘‘density line’’ that i
24prr .

III. RESULTS

A comparison between the totalQI(Q) functions for the
stable crystal, glass, liquid, and the orientationally disorde
crystal phases as measured on the D4B diffractometer u
a wavelength of'0.7 Å was shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. 4
There it was shown that the most marked differences
tween glass and liquid spectra concern the position of
first peakQp , ascribable to a thermal expansion effect, lea
ing to an expansion coefficient for the glass
'2.231024 K21, comparable with those characteristic
known molecular glasses.19

Results measured under higher angular resolution with
D2B diffractometer for the monoclinic and RP crystals a
now shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen, the rotator~and orien-
tational glass! phases~a! show up to six Bragg peaks~the
higher-Q reflection is barely distinguishable from the diffus
background! and ~b! that the peak width still is limited by
resolution effects as a comparison with the x-ray patt
given as inset exemplifies.

The D(r ) functions for the different condensed phases
this material are shown in Fig. 2. Inspection of such gra
shows that the functions for the glass, liquid and crystals
basically superimposable up to distances of'1.6 Å. This
implies that, as can reasonably be expected, the charac
tics of short-range order in glass and crystal are very clo
or in other words, that crystal field effects are weak enou
so that parameters regarding such distances should be t
ferable to the glass. On the other hand, the extent of
oscillations in real space for glass and liquid as compa
with the disordered crystals become quite comparable

FIG. 1. The spectra of the monoclinic crystal~upper trace, ver-
tically displaced! and plastic crystal~lower trace! measured unde
high angular resolution conditions on D2B. The inset shows
x-ray pattern for the OG phase measured at 90 K.
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those shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 4 which were measured us
a longer wavelength~0.7 Å! and therefore could have bee
affected by larger truncation errors.

In order to isolate the contributionf 2(Q)exp(22W)
1Sdiff

c (Q) which accounts for the molecular correlations, th
single-moleculef 1(Q) form factor was subtracted from the
measured interference functions. This was done following
procedure usually employed for the analysis of the struct
factor of molecular materials,11 by means of a fit of a para-
metric form for f 1(Q) to the large-Q part @above 6 Å21 of
S(Q) ~or I (Q)#.

The main thrust behind such effort was to explore t
possibility of detecting some significant difference betwe
the molecular structures in glass~or liquid! and crystal
phases involving distances above'2.5– 4 Å. Although, as
referred above, large changes in bond-lengths and b
angles cannot sensibly be expected, the distribution of in
nal molecular configurations, that is those defined by t
C-C-O-D dihedral angle, surely departs form the 50-5
fraction of ‘‘trans’’ (C-C-O-D'180°) and ‘‘gauche’’
(C-C-O-D'60°) found in the crystal. This is a conse
quence of the relatively small difference in potential ener
between the two configurations, which becomes compara
with that arising from the field produced by neighboring pa
ticles.

A comparison between experiment and model fits
shown in Fig. 3. A glance to the amount of informatio
enclosed in the phase shifts present in theQI(Q) of Fig. 3
above'6 Å21, where the assumption that most of the sca
tering arises from within the molecular units holds, soon r
veals that the number ofr i j and ^ui j

2 & parameters to be de-
termined from the experimental intensities becomes t
large. To alleviate this, we have set to the equilibrium crys
values the intramolecular bond lengths and angles as we
those regarding theB thermal parameters6 upon scaling for
mass and temperature differences. We have employe
common value for theC-D bond length which was taken a
an average over the crystal values, and the local symmet
of the CD3 and CD2 groups were assumed to belong t
either C3v or C2v point groups. The values for the bon
anglesC-C-O andC-O-D where set to those given for the
two crystal conformers.6 The main geometric parameter to b

e

FIG. 2. A comparison of the totalD(r ) static correlation func-
tions corresponding to data measured on the D4B diffractome
using a wavelength of 0.5 Å. Units are atoms per Å22. Curves a–d
are upshifted by ten units.
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optimized was therefore thep which is the fraction of
‘‘ trans’’ / ‘‘gauche’’ configurations alongside with varia-
tions of ^ui j

2 & for atomic contacts corresponding to atom
separated by more than one bond.

The resulting fits ofQI(Q) for all disordered phases
shown in Fig. 3. The example given for the RP phase reve
that the experimental patterns are far better reproduced
suming the presence of two kinds of molecular conforme
specially at largeQ’s where the mismatch between exper
ment and model becomes specially severe~ie minimum at
about 16.5 Å21!. This confirms the presence within all the
disordered phases of more than one molecular configurati
displaying a higher fraction of the ‘‘gauche’’ one, even if th
proportion cannot be given accurately. This agrees with
sults of Kakar18 from microwave measurements, which
shows a low ‘‘gauche-trans’’ energy difference about 5.1
meV. At low temperatures we can expect that molecul
choose a more compact conformation such as the ‘‘gauch
one. The fraction of the ‘‘trans’’ configuration was found to
be 0.25~12!, 0.26~23!, and 0.24~19! for the RP liquid and
glass, respectively. This contrasts with previous neutron a
x-ray diffraction studies within the normal liquid,7 where the
presence of only one configuration was postulated, a res
which can also be understood by examination of data sho
in Fig. 3, because of the more smeared out structure of
liquid QI(Q).

The patterns for the orientationally ordered crystal new
measured on the D2B were analyzed by means of a Rietv
profile refinement.17 The geometry and thermal paramete
given by Jo¨nsson6 were used, with the only exception of the
thermal vibration amplitudes entering the Debye-Wall
terms which were rescaled to the temperature under con
eration ~105 K! as well as by the isotopic mass differenc
between deuterated and hydrogenated samples. The m
sured profile could be reproduced quite satisfactorily, a
though some differences in the peak amplitudes of larg
angle reflections between the model and experime
probably due to the presence of significant texture, could n

FIG. 3. An illustrative example of the approximation of the
large-Q region of theQI(Q) interference functions of the disor-
dered solids and liquid by theQ f1(Q) molecular form-factors~full
lines!. The open symbols in the RP data correspond to the b
estimate obtained using a single molecular~‘‘ trans’’ ! species only,
and optimizing the rest of parameters in the same way as abov
ls
s-
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be reconciled. Therefore, only data regarding thermal exp
sion effects have been derived for this phase. The structu
both low and high temperatures conforms to a monocli
Pc space group with four molecules per unit cell with p
rameters a55.281 Å, b56.755 Å, c58.180 Å and
b5102.06° atT510 K which gives a volume of 285.4 Å3,
whereas the results for 140 K area55.322 Å, b56.911 Å,
c58.245 Å, b5101.04°,V5303.2 Å3. This shows a volu-
mic contraction of 6.2% upon decreasing the temperature
130 K, that is from about 19 K below melting. The resu
for 105 K on D2B are a55.350 Å, b56.859 Å,
c58.232 Å, b5101.42° which give a volume of 296.1 Å3,
and therefore represent a contraction of about 2.4%. T
provides an indication of the strong anharmonic regime g
erning the molecular interactions even in the crystall
‘‘ground state’’ at temperatures where both the supercoo
liquid to glass and the RP→OG transitions take place.

A. Orientational distributions and molecular correlations
in the rotator and orientational-glass phases

High-resolution measurements for the orientationally d
ordered crystals were carried on D2B for a set of tempe
tures of 95, 100, 105, and 110 K to provide information mo
detailed than that already available forSBragg(Q), which was
ostensibly resolution limited. This was needed for establi
ing with greater detail the time-averaged distribution of m
lecular orientations as well as to put some bounds to
quantity Sdiff

c , comprising correlations between differe
molecules.

From the measured Bragg patterns values for the lat
parameter for the bcc structure are derived20 and go from
5.333 Å at the lower temperature to 5.354 Å at the highe
This gives an expansion coefficient of about 2.631024 K21,
which is remarkably close to that of the glass. It also see
worth remarking the close similarity of the structure facto
at both sides of the rotational freezing transition, where m
differences are found in the contribution of diffuse orig
leaving the pattern of Bragg reflections barely affected. T
is easily understandable if results reported in Ref. 3 rega
ing the dynamic structure factors of both RP and OG
taken into account. There, it is seen that the main differe
in the dynamic response of both phases concerns the p
ence in the rotator phase of a broad, wave-vector indep
dent, quasielastic component arising from molecular ro
tions, which will only contribute to the diffuse intensity.

To proceed, the pattern of Bragg reflections is first is
lated from the total profile by means of Rietveld17 analysis
and subsequently, the Bragg pattern is analyzed in term
several single-molecule models. Such level of description
justified by the rather different site and molecular symm
tries which force the molecule to adopt a number of equil
rium orientations in order to satisfy the site symmetry, a
such orientations are attained in the rotator phase by me
of motions around an average orientation. For the RP
approach will provide an approximation of the motion of
molecule in its surroundings, whereas for the OG it will gi
information about the extent of the quenched orientatio
disorder within the bcc lattice. In both cases, one molec
must lie at the cell origin and the other at the center of
cell as schematically shown in Fig. 4. This requires the cr

st
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56 11 541STRUCTURAL CORRELATIONS IN DISORDERED . . .
tal space group to be symmorphic, i.e., the crystal symm
operations must be purely rotational~modulusa Bravais lat-
tice translation! so that the molecular position at the ce
origin is invariant under all symmetry operations. We fi
for ethanol five bcc space groups which fulfil these con
tions, namely,I23, Im3̄ ~m3̄ Laue class! and I432, I 4̄3m,
Im3̄m ~m3̄m Laue class!. Between those, as experien
dictates21–23the space group most likely to provide a faithf
representation of the OG and RP structures is the one
the maximum allowed symmetry within the Laue class. T
property stems from the high entropy arising from dynami
disorder characteristic of plastic~rotator! crystals, and hence
the space group must generate a large number of symm
equivalent molecular orientations. In our case, the high
symmetry space group would beIm3̄m. Most rotator-phase
crystals have the striking property that the molecular s
symmetry is higher than the molecular point-group symm
try itself.24 This is a direct consequence of the dynami
disorder, i.e., the molecule performs successive reorie
tions between symmetry related positions so that the ti
averaged structure conforms to the crystal site symmetry
our case, the site symmetry would bem3̄m (Oh) whereas the
molecular point symmetry (C1h) has, at most, a mirror plan
element for the moleculartrans conformation.

The diffraction profile was fitted to a set of (khl) inten-
sities, cell parameter, background, and peak-shape~instru-
mental! functions assuming them3̄m Laue class. The back
ground is reproducible using a cubic polynomial and
Lorentzian peak shape accounts for the peak shape and
a fitted full width at half maximum value of 0.29°. The re
fined value of the cubic lattice parameter is 5.369~1! Å with
a weighted disagreement factorRw53.6%. The values ob
tained for the six observed Bragg intensities are displaye
Table I together with the observed values and the compu
deviations.

The simplest approach which is commensurate with
site symmetry corresponds to an isotropic~continuous! dis-
tribution of molecular orientations, which as already show4

takes account of the oscillations appearing in the experim
tal D(r ) from about 3.7 Å onwards. The origin of the pea

FIG. 4. A snapshot of the bcc cubic unit cell of ethanol~for the
OG and RP phases!, which shows only the two independent mo
ecules which define the unit cell.
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about 3.5 Å or so can be ascribed to molecular orientatio
correlations, as discussed below.

As far as how a single molecule explores all availab
orientations, two alternatives can be tested. The simples
sumes isotropic rotational diffusion so that the atoms dist
ute uniformly in concentric spherical shells. Alternatively
discrete representation of the available sites from wit
which very fast jumps between symmetry-related molecu
orientations take place can also be used. The latter is usu
referred to as the Frenkel model.

To model the RP crystal we have first considered an i
tropic spherical orientational distribution where the center
the sphere is found by a least-squares refinement of the
served Bragg intensities. An anisotropic thermal parame
~Debye-Waller factor! was also introduced but the refine
ment process became unstable and a fixed reasonable
of ^ux

2&50.019 Å2 was chosen in further refinements. Th
scarce number of Bragg reflections in our case makes
fitting procedure a complicated task as local minima abou
The refinements converge to a solution which fits well t
six Bragg intensities with a weighted factor ofRw52.2%.
The spherical rotation center is finally found to be close
the molecular center, thus leading to a minimum effect
volume. Such a result is also supported by the prese
within the RP phase of a basicallyQ-independent quasielas
tic background, as well as with the similarity of the x-ray a
neutron-diffraction intensities. This suggests that the con
bution of the deuterium atoms is very small, as it happe
here, if they distribute uniformly in the outer spherical she
If they were localized their contribution would be even larg
than that of the skeletal atoms as it happens for the mo
clinic phase. Also, this result seems to confirm that the c
rect space group isIm3̄m as a spherical distribution show
the maximum allowed symmetry.

Attempts have also been made to fit a Frenkel model
suming theIm3̄m space group. Here, a given molecular p
sition generates 48 equivalent orientations. Because of
large number, the atoms spread rather densely over sphe
shells during their motion and in practice this model a
proaches the previous one. A systematic search of the pa
eter space~molecular orientation and translation! has been
performed in order to localize the least-squares minim
with respect to the observed intensities but many differ
equally good solutions were found. This multiplicity
surely due to the aforementioned fact that all of them res

TABLE I. Experimental Bragg intensities of the cubic phase
ethanol at 90 K extracted from the powder diffraction spectra w
a profile matching procedure. The three rightmost columns sho
comparison of the Bragg intensities as calculated from an isotro
model with the experimental pattern expressed in absolute u
and the calculated standard deviation

(hkl) Intensity Fcalc Fobs s

~110! 1013~12! 31.89709 31.83400 0.19469
~200! 57~6! 6.02398 7.53558 0.42909
~211! 32~5! 2.73132 5.64305 0.49193
~220! 6~3! 5.11197 4.48817 0.74070
~310! 17~4! 4.30463 4.16857 0.51588
~222! 3~3! 1.95492 1.89865 0.87632
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in an almost uniform orientational distribution. The disagre
ment factor is very low (;0.8%) and the calculated intens
ties are within the experimental uncertainties. In all cases
molecular center converges towards the cell origin thus m
mizing the time-average molecular effective volume.

The next step of the analysis involves the establishmen
the relative importance of the intermolecular correlations
represented bySdiff

c (Q). Since, as described above, th
single-molecule contributionSdiff

u (Q) to the diffuse intensity
has already been taken care of, here we are set to isolat
rest of contributions entering Eq.~4! by experimental means
This can be achieved after subtraction off 1(Q) as well as
the Bragg profile to the experimental spectra. What is lef
a function

I diff
inter~Q!5Sdiff

c ~Q!1 f 2~Q!exp~22W!2S~`! ~7!

which shows oscillations up to about 10 Å21 and an ex-
ample of those for the RP and OG crystals is given in Fig
Such functions once transformed into real space give ris
a function D inter

diff (r ) which basically has only two well-
defined features, being a shoulder at about 2.5 Å@a distance
reminiscent of nearest-neighbor~hydrogen-bonded! contacts
in the monoclinic crystal#, and a rather well-defined peak

FIG. 5. The upper frame shown theQIdiff
inter(Q) comprising the

center of mass and orientational correlations. The upper fr
shows the diffuse scattering intensities for the RP~solid line! and
the OG~dashed line! arising from molecular correlations as give
by Eq. ~4!. The upper curve has been upshifted by one unit
facilitate viewing. The lower frame displays theD inter

diff (r ) real space
correlates of the functions shown in the upper frame. The in
depicts a comparison between one of the latter functions and
one arising from Fourier-inverting the total diffuse intensity~dots!.
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'3.5 Å. A glance at Fig. 2 shows that the latter peak has
intensity which seems to be quite directly related to the
tent of orientational randomness, being minimal for the n
mal liquid and maximal for the stable crystal. It is the on
intermolecular feature which is narrow and intense, differ
from those produced by long-range regularities. Its assi
ment to specific atomic contacts was attempted on the b
of some reverse Monte Carlo calculations and found to a
from a mixture of the partialsgDD(r ), gCD(r ), gOO(r ), and
gOD(r ), none of them being dominant. The importance
D inter

diff (r ) can be quantified with respect to the transform
D tot

diff5(2/p)*dQQ@ I (Q)2I Bragg(Q)#sin(Qr) which gives
all the contributions arising from the diffuse intensity. Such
comparison is also provided as an inset to Fig. 5 and sh
that D inter

diff (r ) dominates above 3.2 Å or so, even if the ra
of the integral of that function with respect to that arisin
from the total diffuse intensity amounts a meagre 7.5% o
in the RP and about 8.4% in the frozen OG phase.

B. Intermolecular structure for the liquid and glass
in relation to that of the RP and OG phases

The staticD inter(r )54prr @ginter(r )21# pair correlation
functions for intermolecular contacts for all the disorder
phases are shown in Fig. 6. These are the Fourier pair
Q@S(Q)2 f 1(Q)2S(`)# and represent the extent of corr
lations of both positional and orientational nature. As far
the former are concerned, the low-period oscillation w
first maxima appearing at about 4.5 Å in the OG and
functions constitute the more clear signature. They origin
from the set of Bragg peaks as discussed in more deta
Ref. 4. These peaks appear because of an underlyingtime-
averagedcrystal structure, which exists even if at som
given instant deviations from it can be relatively large due
the large amplitude motions executed by individual m
ecules in some of the disordered phases~RP!. Such time-
average structure is not very much different from t
ensemble-averagedcubic crystal structure characteristic o
the OG phase, where only small amplitude librations ta
place. Taking such an analogy a step further one can re
the low-period oscillations in the glass and liquidD inter(r )

e

o

et
he

FIG. 6. StaticD inter(r ) intermolecular pair correlation function
for the orientational glass, rotator phase crystal, glass, and no
liquid. The dashes represent the density line24prr for the liquid
which is given in molecules per Å22. All other curves have been
upshifted by 0.2 units increments.
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appearing as maxima at about'4.5 and'9 Å to the pres-
ence of the first, strongest peak inS(Q), and theretofore to
the existence of a time and ensemble-averaged intermed
range regularity which only concerns the molecular cen
of mass. Such regularities are, on the other hand relati
modest in their extent, and never surpass characteristic s
of about 20 Å, whereas those for the RP and OG pha
should extend over several hundreds of a˚ngströms, a guess
made from the estimated natural widths of the Bragg pea

In parallel, the decrease in orientational correlations
passing from the disordered crystals to the glass and liq
can also be followed from Fig. 6, together with informatio
aboutSdiff

c (Q) discussed in the previous section. The refer
figure shows that the characteristic peak appearing at a
3.5 Å in the disordered crystals now appears as a should
the glass function and is basically blurred in the normal l
uid, where it would become rather hard to quantify.

The present result thus shows how correlations of b
positional and orientational origin are enhanced when cro
ing both the canonical liquid→glass transition alongside wit
the RP→OG freezing, and therefore those of purely orien
tional nature will have to be considered on the same foo
as those of positional origin.

C. Rotational freezing transition

To investigate in more detail the structural changes as
ciated with the RP→OG transition a series of x-ray diffrac
tion measurements at temperatures comprising the trans
region were carried out. From there the temperature dep
dence of thed spacing corresponding to the most inten
~110! diffraction peak was derived after profile analysis
the diffraction patterns. The results are shown in Fig. 7
gether with calorimetric data9 which show the variation of
the heat capacity for the monoclinic crystal in a range
temperatures where the RP→OG transition as well as the
canonical liquid→glass takes place. As can be seen fro
comparison of thed(T) andCp(T) graphs for the RP→OG
transition, the latter appears somewhat more smeared o
followed through the structural parameter than that witnes
by the associated changes in the heat capacity, where
jump in Cp is confined to a region of about 9 K, quite com
parable in fact to the range covered by the conventional g
transition. Such smearing out of the transition surely ari
from both the strong thermal expansion effects referred
previous sections as well as from the plausible gradual fre
ing of the rotational degrees of freedom.

In this latter respect, one sees that at the lower end of
transition, 90<T<95 K, the heat capacity of the disordere
crystal significantly exceeds that of the fully disordered m
terial, something which provides a clear indication of t
sluggish arrest of the orientational degrees of freedom
fact, the specific heat of the OG phase remains slightly ab
that of the glass down to about 10 K, a fact explainable
the somewhat different shapes of the generalized freque
distributions.3 Notice however that such an excess in h
capacity does not imply an entropy excess of the disorde
crystal over the glass, thus leading to a Kauzmann para
In fact2 the entropy of the OG crystal is bounded below th
of the glass and supercooled liquid over the entire temp
ture range. A point which seems worth commenting in t
te-
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respect is the value of the entropy change at the transit
which givesDS512.84J K21 mol21 or '3 ln 2 per formula
unit, as expected for a purely rotational melting process.

The apparent discontinuity at about 95 K exhibited
d(T) could not be fully ascertained because the relativ
poor statistics of data above such temperatures, possibly
to some small hysteresis effect.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Monitoring the changes in orientational and position
correlations in passing from the fully ordered crystal to t
glass has been made possible by the existence of the o
tationally disordered phases of solid ethanol, which con
tute states showing positional long-range order only. Fr
data given in previous sections the following points a
shown.

The realm of orientational correlations in the glass ph
is confined to next-nearest neighbors, at most. This is
even for the disordered crystal~RP and OG! phases, where
no signature of correlations of this kind appears for distan
well above 8 Å or so,

In contrast, positional correlations extend in the gla
phase up to 15 Å or so, and up to about 10 Å in the lo
temperature, normal liquid. This has been ascertained by
close relationship between the low-period oscillations
pearing in theD(r ) functions of the glass~and! liquid with
those of the orientationally disordered phases, once the
entational correlations are accounted for.

In consequence, the presence of IRO is shown here
arise from mainly positional correlations, and this involv

FIG. 7. ~a! The variation of the lattice spacing corresponding
the main peak ofS(Q) along the RP→OG transition region.~b!
Accompanying changes in the constant-pressure heat capacity
9 for the stable~monoclinic! crystal~vertical bars! RP→OG transi-
tion ~filled symbols! as well as the supercooled liquid→glass~open
symbols!.
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the glass neighboring particles located up to a third s
from the origin.

Correlations of orientational origin are, however, re
tively more enhanced than the positional ones upon cros
from above the liquid-glass and orientational freezing tran
tions. The contribution ofD inter

diff (r ) to the total correlation
functionD tot

diff(r ) has served to quantitatively express this
the RP→OG transition. Such an enhancement can only
discussed on qualitative grounds, on the basis of the fea
appearing at 3.5 Å, in the case of the canonical liquid-gl
transition.

The implications of the present results should be clear
those materials composed of well-defined stoichiometr
units, irrespective of whether these are of molecular natur
not ~e.g., SiO4 tetrahedra or B2O3 groups!, and in fact, some
analogies with the premelting behavior of narrow-gap se
conductors can be found.26 Also, the present results provid
a basis for the understanding of some recent findings27 where
the most noticeable structural change in a deeply su
cooled liquid was found to be related to the increase of
entational correlations.

The RP→OG transition can be considered as a physi
realization of the hard needles on a fcc lattice model
plored by Renneret al.28 which exhibits a kinetic glass tran
sition whenl 5L/a, the needle length to lattice constant r
tio, exceeds about 2.7. As should be evident, the con
parameter in our case cannot be the samel , valid for a model
of noninteracting bodies and which in our case is about 0
but rather the temperature, which below about 90 K lead
a complete arrest of the large amplitude rotational motio
A direct experimental test of that dynamic arrest was p
an
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vided by inelastic neutron-scattering results given in Ref
where the broad quasielastic background of rotational or
was shown to remain well into the OG phase. Whether
sluggish thermally activated orientational librations referr
to in Ref. 28 taking place close to criticality can be identifi
with some motions giving rise to an excess ofCp in the
temperature range of 86<T<95 K where, as referred above
Cp

OG.Cp
glass, constitutes an interesting topic of future r

search. Such behavior may also be related to the presen
sub-Tg relaxations in analogy with those found in oth
rotator-phase compounds.25

As shown in previous sections, the freezing of the ro
tional degrees of freedom characteristic of the RP phase
curs over a range of temperatures remarkably similar to
comprising the canonicalTg without any clearly measurabl
discontinuity in the cell volume. Other static properties e
amined so far also show a lack of any relevant discontinu
Therefore, the freezing transition seems to have a dyna
origin and hence provides a very adequate testing ground
the predictions made from mode-coupling approaches.29,30
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